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BASICS OF INVENTORY MANAGEMENT: INTRODIICTION
In the winter of 1989 the idea emerged to document the knowledge
about inventory management models, that had been developed over
almost 10 years of research and 5 years of practical applications
in a number of consultancy projects. The main motivation to
document the methodology underlying a number of well-proven
algorithms was that most existing literature did not cover the
practical applications encountered. Investigations revealed that
most well-known algorithms were based on the assumptions of
stable demand during lead times and large batch sizes. Both
assumptions do not apply to the JIT environment characterized by
short lead times and high order frequencies.
My starting point was the application of renewal theory to
production-inventory models. It turned out that the same
formalism was applicable to the classical inventory models, like
periodic review and reorder point models. The attention of the
analysis was focused on service levels and average inventories.
The reason for this was that in many cases the problem was to
find a relation between customer service requirements and holding
costs for different planning scenarios. The algorithms developed
turned out to be robust and fast.
The conviction grew that the methodology extended to most
practically relevant service measures and to all classical
inventory models. To be able to prove this sponsors were needed
to provide the time and money to do the required research. The
Catholic University Brabant and the Centre for Quantitative
Methods accepted the research proposal. The result of the
research is the series Basics of Inventory Manaqement.
From the outset the objective was to develop a unified framework
for all classical inventory models. It was important to relax a
number of assumptions made in most literature. To the knowledge
of the author for the first time arbitrary compound renewal
demand processes are considered, thereby relaxing the assumption
of Poisson customer arrival processes. This is very important in
view of market concentrations (hyper markets, power retailers,
etc.). The outcome of the research should be a comprehensive set
of algorithms, which can be used in practical situations, e.g.
in inventory management modules of MRP and DRP packages.
In the course of the research the so-called PDF-method was
developed, that provided a means to approximately solve all
relevant mathematical equations derived in the analysis. The
results of the approximation schemes were promising, yet under
some conditions the performance was not adequate. Coincidentally,
it turned out that the performance of the PDF-method deteriorated
as the order batch size increased. In the area of large batch
sizes other approximation schemes had already been developed, so
that together with the PDF-method these algorithms covered the
whole range of models.
Though starting from the idea to provide practically useful
material to OR-practitioners, it soon turned out that the
analysis required was quite detailed and mathematically intri-
cate. Nonetheless I felt it necessary to document the derivations
as well, since the analysis extends to other models than
discussed in this series. The consequence of this choice is that
the first 6 parts (c.q chapters) of this series are entirely
mathematical. Yet the reader will find as a result of the
analysis simple-to-use approximation schemes. To illustrate the
applicability of the analysis, part VII is devoted to numerical
analysis, part VIII compares the different inventory management
models and part IX provides a number of practical cases.
Part I provides the background material from renewal theory and
the PDF-method. Part II discusses the (R,S)-model, part III the
(b,Q)-model and part IV the cost-optimal (s,S)-model. Based on
the analysis in part II-IV we analyze in part V and VI the
(R,b,Q)- and the (R,s,S)-model, respectively. A provisional list
of references is given below.
I would like to thank Frank van der Duyn Schouten of the Catholic
University Brabant for giving me the funds to do the research.
The same holds for Jos de Kroon and Mynt Zijlstra from the Centre
for Quantitative Methods of Philips. Furthermore, I would like
to thank Marc Aarts and Jan-Maarten van Sonsbeek for programming
work. r
BASIC3 OF INVENTORY ~SANAGEMENT: PART I - 1-
RENEWAL THEORY AND OTHER GROUND WORR
In this chapter we focus on a mathematical framework from which we
derive most of the expressions for performance characteristics of
the inventory management systems. This mathematical framework is
called renewal theory and has proven to be useful in virtually any
problem area, where stochasticity is involved. Furthermore we
discuss the incomplete gamma distribution and its application to
inventory management models and a powerful approximation method
called the PDF-method.
The name "renewal theory" is derived from the basic problem to
which it has been applied. Suppose you are a service engineer
responsible for the maintenance of the illumination of some
building. Your service strategy is to replace the one and only
light bulb in this building as soon as the present one fails. All
light bulbs are identical. Yet for one reason or another, the
burning hours differ among the light bulbs. It is reasonable to
assume that this is due to all kinds of unpredictable phenomena.
Some tall guy from the administration department hits the bulb now
and then, lightning occasionally increases current beyond the
maximum current the light bulb can accommodate. A practical
approach is to assume that the light bulbs are identical in a
probabilistic sense: The probability that a light bulb burns
longer than two months, say, is the same for any light bulb. Then
it still may happen that the burning hours differ among light
bulbs. The data about the burning hours of each light bulb give an
insight into the characteristics of the probability distribution
function of the burning hours. From that we can draw conclusions
about:
- the number of replacements per year;
- preventive maintenance strategies;
- quality;
- etc.
To answer any practical question we need more background know-
ledge. This knowledge is provided by renewal theory. The only
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thing needed to "do" renewal theory is a probability distribution
function (pdf) F(.), which is the pdf of the burning hours.
This chapter is not meant as an introduction to renewal theory.
There are excellent text books dealing with that, e.g. Ross
[1970], Tijms [1986], Cinlar [1975J and Feller [1971]. We
introduce the basics of renewal theory in order~to be able to
derive some theorems, which are applied again and again in
chapters 3 to 7.
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.1 we formally
introduce the renewal process and all relevant random variables
and functions. In section 2.2 we produce a number of useful limit
theorems based on the so-called key renewal theorem. In section
2.3 we consider two renewal processes and their interactions. To
be more specific, we consider a renewal process associated with
demands of customers and a renewal process associated with the
interarrival times of these customers. In section 2.4 we derive
expressions for auxiliary functions associated with inventory
holding costs and the like. Finally, in section 2.5 we discuss a
method to compute the inverse of an incomplete gamma integral.
This appears to be quite useful in the context of inventory
management models. The same holds for the PDF-method defined in
section 2.6.
2.1. Basics of renewal theorv
Consider a sequence of i.i.d. random variables {X,} with pdf F(.),
i.e.
P{X~SX} - F(X)
Define the cumulants {So} by
n




When X„ is interpreted as the burning time of the n`" light bulb,
then So is the cumulative burning time of the first n light bulbs.
The time Sn is called a renewal time. At time S" a so-called
renewal occurs.
We are interested in the characteristics of the random variable
N(t), defined by "




P{N(t)-n} - F"~(t) - F~n}~)'(t) ,
where
F"'(.) :- the n-fold convolution of F with itself.
~
Fn~ (X) - ~ F(n-q ~ íX-Y)dF(Y)
Let us derive expressions for the first two moments of N(t). First
we consider E[N(t)]. The following sequence of equations is easily
verified.
E[N(t)] - ~ nP{N(t)-n}
n~0
m
- ~ n (F"' (t) -F~""' (t) )
n~l
m n
- ~ ~ (F"' ( t) -F~n.U` (t) )
n~l m-1
m m





In renewal theory a key role is played by the renewal function
M(.) defined by
m




We also express E[NZ(t)] in terms of M(.).
E[NZ(t)] - ~ n2P{N(t)-n}
n~l
m
- ~ n2(Fn~ (t) -FN~~~~ (t) )
n~l
m
~ n(n}1) (F"' (t) -FU'"' (t) )
n~l
- ~ n (F"' ( t) -F~n.q~ (t) )
n~l
m n
Z ~ ~ m(Fn' ( t) -F~'~~' ( t) ) - (M(t)'1)
n-~ m.~m ~
2 ~ m ~ (F"' (t) -F~"~~' (t) ) - (M(t) -1)
m~l n~m
oe m
2 ~ ~ FT' (t) - (M(t) -1)
~-i ,t.i~ ~
2 ~ ~ FT' (t) - (M(t) -1)
t-~ ,n.~tm m
- a ~ F`' (t) ~ ~ ~' ( t) - (M(t) -1)
k-i ~.o
2 ~ ~ Ft~n.ki~ ( t) - (M(t) -1)
R-i ~n.o~ m
- 2 M~M(t) - 3 M(t)tl (2.1)
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Unfortunately an expression for M(t) is tractable for only special
cases, like the case of exponential interrenewal time (burning
time) with rate ~. In that case
M(t) - i~ttl (2.2)
For the general case we resort to approximations for M(t) and
other expressions like (2.1) involving the renewal function. A key
role in these approximations is played by the key renewal theorem.
Key Renewal Theorem
Let G(.), g(.) satisfy
s
G(x) - g(x) t ~ G(x-y)dF(y)
Then
~
(i) G(x) - ~ g(x-y)dM(y)




For a proof of (ii) we refer to Feller [1971J. Equation (i) is
obtained by substitution of (2.4) into (2.3) and the uniqueness of
the solution to (2.3).
Based on the key renewal theorem we obtain
- 6 -
lim M(t) t } E[Xz] - Q
- fE[X] 2E[X]Nm
lim E[N(t) ] t } E[XZ] -1 - 0
t-.m - (E[1C] 2E[X]
( 2 ( z
lim E[Nz(t) ]' IEZ~X] } I E2~X]] - E~X] t
!-.m l l






To give the flavour of the proofs of these kind of asymptotic
results, of which many will follow in due course, we proof
equation (2.8) .
We assume that equation (2.2) has already been proven. Since for
the exponential case we can prove from (2.1) that
E[Nz(t) ] - ~ztz } ~t,
we expect that E[Nz(t)] resembles a quadratic function as t~.
Let us assume that
lim E[N2(t)] - (atZtbttc) - 0
Hm
(2.9)
It suffices to show that constants a, b and c exist such that
(2.9) holds. We define
G(x) :- E[Nz(x)] - (axztbxfc)
Some algebra reveals that
- ~ -
G(x) - 2M(x) - F(x) - 2- 2aE[X]x
t aE[XZ] - bE[X]
- ~ (a (x-y) 2tb (x-y) tc) dF(Y)
~
t ~ G(x-y)dF(y)
Applying the Key Renewal Theorem, we obtain
lim G(x) - lim 1
s-~m s~m E [X ] ~{ 2M(y)-2-F(y)-2aE[X]y









2 ~ M(y)dy - 3x } ~ (1-F(y))dy
- aE[X]xz t (aE[XZ] - bE[X] )x
i ~ (a(y-Z)Ztb(y-Z)tc)dF(Z)dy
In a similar fashion we derived that
lim ~ M(y)dy - I xz { E[Xz]x , EZ[XZ] - E[X'J J - osym l2E[X] 2E2[X] 4E2[X] 6E2[X]
(2.10)
Substitution of this result into (2.10) yields
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lim G(x) - 1
E[X] ~~ 1 - aE[X])E[X]
t xIE[X2] - 3 t aE[X2] - bE[]fj I
lEZ [X ] J
f EZ[XZ] - E[X3] ,~ E[X] - aE[X3] t bE[XZ]
2E3[X] 3E2[X] 3 ~ 2
For (2.9) to hold we need
1
E[X]
- aE[X] - 0
E[XZ] - 3} aE[XZ] - bE[X] - 0
EZ[X]
EZ[XZ] - E[X3] } E[X] - aE[X'] } bE[XZ]
2E3[X] 3E2[X] 3 2
- cE[X] - 0
Sequentially solving the above three equations yields (2.8), which
completes our proof.
In the analysis of the inventory management systems we apply
similar asymptotic results. These results are summarized in
section (2.2).
Besides expressions for the moments of N(t) we frequently apply
results for the so-called residual lifetime at time t, R(t), which
is defined as
R(t) : - s~,,t~,~ - t (2.11)
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The residual lifetime at time t is the time that elapses between
t and the first renewal after time t. It follows from the defini-
tion of R(t) that






- ~ ~ (1-F(t-s}x))dF"'(s)
n~0
7
- ~ (1-F(t-stx) )dM(s)
(2.12)
Only for exponentially distributed burning times with mean 1~~
this yields a tractable expression, viz.
P{R(t) ~x} - 1-e-~`, x~0,
which is a result of the memorylessness of the exponential
distribution.
The Key Renewal Theorem can be applied to (2.12) to obtain the
asymptotic residual lifetime distribution,
lim P{R(t)~x} - E~X] ~ (1-F(y}x))dy
r-oo
m
1 (1-F(Y))dY- E[X] ~
(2.13)
In De Kok [1987] it has been made plausible that the asymptotic
residual lifetime distribution provides an excellent approximation
to the residual lifetime distribution even for moderate values of
t. To be precise
- 10 -
P{R(t)~x} - E~X] ~ (1-F(Y))dy, tZto (2.14)
The value of to has been obtained from simulation experiments.
E~X] cXS 1 (2.15)
to -
2cX E[X] cX~1,
where cX is the coefficient of variation of burning time X.
From (2.13) we can compute all moments of R(~)
E[R(~)k] - 1 E[Xk~~]
E[X] (ktl)
We can relate the expected residual life to M(t) by (2.11).
mn.~









Since E[R(t)] approaches E[XZ]~(2E[X]) we find for t large
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M(t) - t t E[XZ]
E[x] 2E2[X] ~
which is identical to (2.6). Unfortunately we cannot exploit
similar relationships as easily as the above to obtain expressions
for E[NZ(t)] and other useful functions related to the renewal
function. In that case we proceed along the lines of the deriva-
tion of the asymptotic expansion of E[N2(t)]. We have found that
for t approaching infinity the residual life at time t is distri-
buted according to (2.13). We can enforce this result for any t by
the following. Assume at time 0 that the residual life time is
distributed according to (2.13). Then we define the delaved
renewal process {A(t)} as follows:
Sa - 0
"
S" .- 1C~ t~ X" nzl
m~2
N(t) :- max{n~S"st} tz0
R(t) :- SN~,~,i-t tz0
Hence Nt) is the number of renewals in (O,t] and R(t) is the
residual life at time t. We derive the distribution of R(t) as
follows.
P{R(t)~x} - ~ P{S"~t, X",~~t-S"tX}
n~0
m
-~ ~ (1-F(t-sfx))d(F~"-~~~ ~ F) (S)
t (1-F(t}x))
r
- ~ (1-F(t-stx))d(M~F)(s) } ( 1-F(ttx))
(2.18)
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Here F(t) is defined by
F(x) :- E~X) ~ (1-F(Y))dY
Let us consider M~F(.). By definition
~ m
M~`F(x) - E~X) ~ ~ F"' (x-Y) (1-F(Y) )dY
Interchange order of integration and summation and consider a
single term of the summation. Application of partial integration
yields
f F"~ (x-Y) (1-F(Y) )dY
d s s y
- ~ F"' (y)dy(1-F(x) ) t ~ ~ F"' (x-z)dzdF(y)
~ ~
- ~ F"~ (Y)dY(1-F(x) ) t F(X) ~ F"'dy
~ ~
- ~ ~ F"'(X-Z)dZdF(y)
.~ .c .~-Y




- r F"' (Y) dY -
d d
F"' (x-z-Y) dF (Y) dz
~ ~








Substituting this result into (2.18) yields
:
P{R(t)~x} - E[~] ~ (1-F(t-stx)ds t 1-F(ttx)
r.x





Thus we have shown that for any t~0 the residual life has pdf
F(.).
A specific consequence of (2.20) is that, since




E[ÍV(t) ] - t
E[X] '
(2.21)
i.e. in the delayed renewal process the expected number of
renewals in (O,tJ is proportional to t.
This concludes this section on the basics of renewal theory. In
the next section we summarize a number of limit theorems which
will be applied in chapters 3 to 7. The theorems are stated
- 14 -
without a proof. In section 2.3 we return to the analysis of
renewal theory in the context of inventory management models.
2.2. Practical theorema
Define




















lim E[N3(t) ]- t3 t 9~z - 6 tz
r.`" F~i 21~z F~i
} 9F~z - 3{t~ - 12~t~ } 7 t
l~i ~i ~i ~1










F~ i - 0
(2.25)
z
} ~z -1 t } ~z - ~3 - 0 (2.26)
2ui 41~i 6F~i
r
lim ~ E[NZ(Y)]dY - t3 t~z - 3 tz
~.~ 3F~i 1~~ 2~~
} 3uz - 2u3 - 3~z t 1 t
2ui 3F~i 2F~i
t
6~! ill ~l 2~l















2~t~ - 3~~ -
0.
t3 ,~ I3 ~2 - 3 Itz
F~~ ~i {l~
lim ~ M(y)dy - I tz
r.~ 2 F~t
Theorem 2.9
9~t2 2~t3 3W2 t 1 t
} 2N~i - f~i - Wi ~i
} W4 - 3~tz~3 } 3~Z r~3 - 31~i I- ~
2F~i ~i ~i 1~i 21~i






t3 t ~z tz - ~4 t ~u3 - ~2 - 0 ( 2 . 31)lim ~ yM(y)dy - 3~1 4~~ 24~.t; 6~t~ 8Et~Nm
Let Z be any random variable with pdf FZ(.). Define
v - E[Zk] (2.32)x
Theorem 2.10
r
lim ~ M(t-y)dFZ(y) -
t- ~i t l~z - 0
,~.~ ~i ~t 2~t~
Theorem 2.11
r r-y
lim ~ ~ (t-y-z)dM(z)dFZ(y),-.m
- I~r t I~u; -~i It t
Theorem 2.12
i'z l~3 } F~z - v~~z I- 0
2u1 - 6F~i 4~i 2~i
r r-y
lim ~ ~ (t-y-z)zdM(z)dFZ(y)
r~rP






t ~z - v~~z t





- v3 f ~z v f ~z - ~z v t ~4 - ~z~3 t ~z - 0z i




lim ~ ~ (t-y-z);dM(z)dFZ(y)
r.m
t4 } l~z - v~ t3 } 3 vz ~ts
- 4~i 2~i ~~ 2~~ - Z~ii
t va
4~ti
t 3~2 3vi~z Itz
41~t - 2~i
~ 3 } 3 F~z v } 1~3 - 3~i ~ t {~4 - WzF~3 } 3 I~i t ( 2. 3 6)z i
~~ 21~i Ili 21~i 41~i ~i 4F~i
1~2 3{~z 1~3 I~~Wz l~4 3~i
- 2 V3 3 2 VZ 3 2 4} - - - } - - - - ~~
2Wi 411~ 2u~ lii 4 F~i 4F~i
N~S t 1~4~z f I~s - 3~3~z } 3~2 - 0
20Fti 41ji 6ki 41~~ 8{li
2.3. Renewal theorv and inventorv manaqement models
In the preceding sections we derived a large number of asymptotic
results from renewal theory. We also motivated the use of these
asymptotic results for rather small values of the argument t of
the functions under consideration. The fact that the asymptotic
results provide excellent approximations even for relatively small
values of t opens the possibility of applications of these results
in the context of inventory management models.
There are a number of basic problems to be solved in the analysis
of inventory management models. We state them without further
explanation. The motivation for these statements follows in the
chapters to follow.
Basic nroblems
(i) What is the distribution of demand during an interval (O,t].
(ii) What is the distribution of the undershoot of the 0-level,
given that the initial inventory position equals x~0.
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(iii) What is the expected time the inventory position is positive
during the interval ( O,tJ ((0,~)), given that the initial
inventory position equals x~0.
(iv) What is the expected holding cost incurred during the
interval (O,t] ((0,~)), given that the initial inventory
position equals x~0. We assume linear holdingrcosts per item
per time unit.
(v) What is the expected penalty cost incurred during the
interval (o,t], given that the initial inventory equals x.
We assume linear penalty costs per item short per time unit.
We subsequently deal with these problems and come up with (appro-
ximate) solutions. In the course of the analysis some auxiliary
results are derived which turn out to be useful as well.
For the course of the section we assume that no replenishments to
stock are made. We further assume that at time 0 the demand
process has evolved over time infinitely long, such that at time
0 the demand process is stationary. The demand process is des-
cribed by a compound renewal demand process, {(An,Do)},
A„ :- the n`~ interarrival time after time 0.
D„ :- the demand of the n`~ customer arriving after time 0.
The state of the system under consideration is the inventory
position. Since no replenishments are bound to arrive after time
0 we may just as well say that the inventory position equals the
net stock. We assume that at time 0 the inventory position equals
x?0.
We choose the time origin in two ways:
(A) At time 0 an arrival occurred after which the inventory
position equals x.
-zo-
(B) The time oriqin is some arbitrary point in time at which the
demand process is stationary and the inventory position at
time 0 equals x.
As might be expected the answers to questions (i) to (iv) depend
on the initial conditions (A) and (B). Assumption (B) will be
referred to as the APIT-assumption. r
APIT :- Arbitrary Point Zn Time.
When convenient we choose specific points in time as the time
origin and in case (A) does nnt hold, we assume that (B) holds. In
general this is not true, yet it turns out that the results
derived from the APIT-assumption do provide excellent approxi-
mations.
Problem fi) The distribution of demand during an interval (O,t].
The basic problem in inventory theory is to determine the distri-
bution of demand during some, possibly stochastic, time interval.
We restrict ourselves to the demand during some fixed interval
(O,t]. Define
N(t) .- the number of arrivals during (O,t].
D(O,t] :- the demand during (O,t].
Clearly
~cn
D(O,tJ - ~ D~
n~l
In general the distribution of D(O,t] is intractable. To obtain
tractable results we resort to two- (or three-) moment approxi-
mations. Some algebra reveals that
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E[D(O,t]] - E[N(t)]E[D]
E[DZ(O,t] ] - E[N(t) ]QZ(D) } E[N2(t) ]EZ[D]
E[D3(O,t]] - E[N(t)](E[D3] - 3E[D2]E[D] t 2E3[DJ)
t E[NZ(t) ] (3E[D2]E[D] - 3E3[D] ) t E[N3(t)~E3[D]
Zt suffices to have expressions for the first three moments of
N(t). Note that we used the fact that {D„} is independent of N(t).
In section 2.1. and 2.2. we gave asymptotic expressions for the
first three moments of N(t). For sake of completeness we give them
again below. We distinguish between the results under assumption
(A) and (B) . Define ~~
- E[A„]
Assumgtion (A) holds:
E[N(t) ] - t t Vz2-1
v~ 2v~
t2 2 vZ 3
E[NZ(t) ]- v2 t Yi - v` t







E(N3(t) )- t3 } 9vz - t tz
v~ 2vi v~
} I 9 v2 - 3 v3 - 12 vz } 7 It
v~ v~ v~ vi
} 3v4 - óvzv3 } 15vz } 4v3 - 9vz







ELNZ(t) J - t2 t
vi
z
vz 1 t} vz vs
vi - v~ 2v~ - 3v~
E(N3(t) l- t3 } 3vz - 3 tz t 9vZ - 2v3 - 3vz t 1 t
vi v~ v~ 2 v~ v~ v~ vi
.
2v~ v~
v4 3 vzv3 3 v2 v3 3 vZ






If the interval length is a random variable T then we take the
expectation of the riqht hand side of (2.37)-(2.43) with respect
to T. In order to obtain reasonable approximations we must assume
P{T~0} - 0
3 2
with 0 qiven by (2.15).
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Problem (ii) The distribution of the undershoot of the 0-level,
given that the initial inventory position equals x~0.
Let us define the random variable N(x) by
N(x) :- the number of arrivals until the inventory position drops
below 0.
Fiqure 2.1. Evolution of inventory position after time o.
The random variable U(x) is defined by
xu~
U(X) - ~ Dn-X
n.l
(2.44)
Then clearly U(.) is equivalent to the residual lifetime at time
x of the renewal process {Do}. Hence
P{U(X)su} - ~' ~ (1-F(y))dy,
where
~A : - E[Dk] -
Note that U is independent of {A„}.
(2.45)
Now let us consider the following related problem, which occurs
when dealing with periodic review models. Besides the arrival
times there are other important points in time, review moments.
Let R denote the length of a review period. At
decide about replenishments. The replenishment
the inventory position at these review moments.
review moments we
amounts depend on




level exists then we only order an amount at the
inventory position is below the reorder level. The
the reorder level has been undershot at some point
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the last review moment and the present one. We would like to know
the distribution of the random variable T(x), the time between the
moment of undershoot of the reorder level and the next review
moment. In that case we must distinguish between the case of
constant interarrival times and stochastic interarrival times. For
both cases we define
n.l
where
[x] - min {n~nel~,n~x}.
We need expressions for P{T(x)St}, P{U(x)Su,T(x)~t}.
Case vZ (An) - 0
If A„-A for all n then we assume that R is an integral multiple of
A. Then T(x) is also an integral multiple of A.
T(x)E{kAIk-0,1,...,R-1}.
Without loss of generality we assume A-1. We furthermore assume






~ F,anie-k-~) ~- F~~-k~ ~ 0 skSRD pQ D pq ~
m~l
where Fp(.) is the pdf of D,,.
Define the Laplace-Stieltjes transform Tt(s) by
- 25 -
Tk(s) - P{T(x)-k}
Then it follows after some algebra that
rj-ik ( S) - FD ( g) R-k-1 (1-Fo(s))R
(1-F(s))
From the theory of Laplace-Stieltjes transforms we know that
lim Tk(s) - lim P{T(x) -k}
s a o .c-~
Applying 1'Hópital's rule we find
lim Tk(s) - 1
:io R
and thus
lim P{T(x)-k} - R OSksR-1x~~
(2.46)
Hence T(x) is asymptotically uniformly distributed on 0,1,2,...,
R-1.
In a similar way we can derive
.
li~ P{U(x)SU,T(x)-k} - ~' ~ (1-F(y))dy R (2.47)
and thus U(.) and T(.) are asymptotically independent.
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Case aZ(A)~0
For the case of v2(A)~0 we only have results for a Poisson arrival
process. Simulation results suggest that the following result
holds true.
lim P{T(x)St} - t OStsR
Y




Again U(.) and T(.) are independent. We note that the above
results can be proven rigourously by the theory of point processes
(Nieuwenhuis [1990)).
Problem (iii) The expected time the inventory position is positive
during the interval (O,t] ((0,~)), given that the
initial inventory position equals x?o.
T}(x,t) .- the time the inventory is positive during (O,t], given
an initial inventory position x~0.
It follows from the definition of N(x) and T}(x,t) that
~~
T~(x.~) - ~ An
n-1
Since {P~} is independent of N(x) we find
E[T'(x,~)] - E[N(x)]E[AJ assumption (A) holds
(cÁ-1) (2.50)
E[N(x)]E[A] t 2 E[A] assumption (B) holds
To derive an expression for E[T'(x,t)] we again
distinguish
between the case of aZ(A)-0 and the case of aZ(A)~0.
Case oz (A) -0
For the case of a~(A)-0 we assume
that assumption (A) holds and
that t is a multiple of A. We
condition on the demand during (O,t]
to obtaii~
E[T'(x,~) ] - f E[T'(x,~) ~D(O,t]-Y]dFDCO.~~(Y)
~
t ~ E[T'(x,~) ID(O,t]-Y]dFnco.,~(Y)
S
E[T'(x,t) ] - ~ E[T'(x,t) ID(O,t]-Y]dFD~o.rl(y)
m
t ~ E[T'(x,t) ~D(O,t]-y]dFpco,,~(Y)





E[T'(x~~)ID(O.t]-Y] - E[T~(x~t)ID(~,t]-Y] Y~
Combining the above equations we find
~




with M(.) the renewal function associated with {D,},




E[T'(x,t) ] - E[A] (M(x) - ~ M(x-y)dFaa~~(y) ) (2.51)
Case a2(A1 ~0
For the case of vZ(A)~0 we assume that t is sufficiently large to
have the residual lifetime at time t associated with {A,} distribu-
ted according to the stationary residual life time. Equivalently
we assume the APIT-assumption holds for t. Then we have to
distinguish between expressions under assumption (A) and (B).
Assumption (Al holds:
We proceed along the same lines as in the case of aZ(A)-0. However
problems occur when deriving an expression for E[T4(x,~)~D(O,t]-y]
with 05y5x. In that case the inventory position at time t equals
x-y?0. In general no exact formula can be given for
E[T}(x,~)~D(O,t]-y].
However, our APIT-assumption for t yields
z
E[T'(x,~)~D(O,t]-y] - t t E[N(x-y)JE[A] t (C21)E[A], 05ysx,
which follows from (2.50). Thus we find
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~
E[T'(x,t) ] - E[A] (M(x) - f
M(x-y)dF~o.,~(Y) )
- (c~-1) E[A]F (x)2 ~ro.r~
(2.52)
Assumpti~n ( B) holds:




E[T'(x~t) ] - E[T'(x,~) ]-~ ELT~(x-y~~)dFnco.r](Y)
(c~-1) j (c,,-1)- M(x)E[A]t 2 ELAI-~ (M(x-Y)ELA]t 2 E[A])dForo.~~(Y)
- (c,~,-1) E[A] (1-F (x) )- 2 oco.~l
,
} E[A] (x) -~ M (x-Y) dForo.,i (Y)
Note that in all cases we have consistency
with
lim E[T'(x,t)] - E[T'(x,~)]
lim E[T'(x,t)] - t
s-~
(2.53)
Problem (ivl The expected holding cost
incurred during the inter-




First of all we assume without loss of generality that a cost of
S 1 is incurred per item on stock per unit time. Here we assume
that the inventory position equals the net stock. Define
H(x,t) :- holding cost incurred during the interval (O,t], given
initial inventory position x~0.
We derive a renewal equation for E[H(x,~)] and relate E[H(x,t)J
with E[H(x,~)]. Again we must distinguish between the case of
a2 (A) -0 and a2 (A) ~0.
Case oZ (A) -0
As before we assume that assumption (A) holds and that t is a
multiple of A. Then we find the following renewal equation for
E[H(x,~)] by conditioning on the first demand,
x
E[H(x,~)] - x E[A] t~ E[H(x-y,~)]dFo(y)
Then it follows from the Key Renewal Theorem that
(2.54)
~
E[H(x,~)] - ~ (x-y)E[A]dM(y), (2.55)
with M(.) the renewal function associated with {Do}.
To derive an expression for E[H(x,t)] we note the following.
~
E[H(x,t)J - ~ E[H(x,t) ID(O,t)-y]dFD~o.r~(Y)
} ~ E[H(x~t) ID(D,t)-Y]dFao,rl(Y)
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:
E[H(x,~) J - ~ E[H(x,~) ~D(O,t)-y]dFao,~(y)
} ~ E[H(x~~) ~D(D~t)-Y]dFqo.~~(Y)
Furthermore the following holds
E[H(x,~)~D(O,t]-y], - E[H(x,t)~D(O,t]-y] t E[H(x-y,~)]
E[H(x,~)~D(O,t]-y] - E[H(x,t)ID(O,t]-y]
Then the above equations imply that





E[H(x,t) ] - E[AJ ~ (x-y)dM(y) - ~ ~ (x-y-z)dM(z)dFo~o~~(y) xz0
(2.56)
Case a2(Al ~0
For the case of oZ(A)~0 we assume that the APIT-assumption holds
for t. We again distinguish between the situation for which either
assumption (A) or assumption (B) holds.
Assumption (A) holds:
We may proceed along the same lines as in the case of aZ(A)-0. We
also find
- 32 -
H(x,~) - E[A] r (x-Y)dM(Y)
(2.57)
However, we now have problems expressing E[H(x,~)~D(O,t]-y] in
terms of E[H(x,t)~D(O,t]-y] for OSySx. Here we apply the APIT-
assumption. Given that D(O,t]-y the inventory position at time t
equals .t-y. The next customer arrives after a time which is
distributed according to the stationary residual life associated
with {.~} . Hence
E[H(x,~)~D(O,t]-y] - E[H(x,t)~D(O,t]-y]




E[H(x~t) ] - E[H(x,co) ] - ~ (x-y) (C"21) E[A]dF1~o.r~(Y)
.C l-y
- ~ ~ E[H(x-y-z,~) ]dFD(z)àFvco.r~(Y)
Substitution of equation (2.57) yields
~
E[H(x,t)] - E[A] ~ (x-y)dM(y)
.~ .~-r .~-r-~
- ~ ~ ~ (x-y-z-N)dM(N)dFD(z)dFD~o,,~(Y)
(c"}1) j x- )dF- 2 r ( Y ao.~~(Y)
- 33 -
1 we obtainSince M~Fp(-) - M(')-
.~ -~-y






AGsumption ( B1 holds'
uation for E[H(x,~)]. The
first
First we derive a renewal eq to the stationary residual
arrival time is distributed
according
Hence
life associated with {A„}.
F j-y
(c~tl)E[A]x } p E(A] ~ (x-y-z)dM(z)dFD(Y)
E[H(x,~)] - 2 .I6
ression for E[H(x,~)] under
assumption
Here we substituted
the exp A ain
(p,) , which holds at the
first arrival time after
time 0. g
1 ields
applying M~F~(.) - M(~)- Y
(c,;-1) E[A]x ~ E[A] ~ (x-y)dM(Y)
E[H(x,~)] - ~
(2.59)




case of a2(A)-0. Hence
2









For all cases of interest
we derived expr
uel we most oftenoapply
costs during an interval
(O,t]. In the seq
assumption (B) for the case of
aZ(A)~~, since the time origin
usually refers to a replenclemeWe usually assume thatrboth lead
length of a replenishment cy enough to warrant appli-
times and replenishment cycles are
long ~
cation of the APIT-assumption.




situations. Below we derive
another
expression for E[H(x,~)], which
turns out to be useful as well.
nccumntlori (A1 olds:
Consider aqain figure (2.1.).
We can write E[H(x,~)] as
E[H(x,ao) ] - E [~ Mk)~ An - NG`) "' ~~ A" ~ D,nn.l m'~
Since N(x) is independent
of A, we find
rJ~cq n-~
00 - x E[A]E[N(x) ]- E[A]E ~~ Dn~E[H(x, )]







p,n expression for the second term
on the right hand side of (2.61)




Nui D f xzD - 2xE ~ n
E[Uz(x) ] ' E ~ " n-~
N(i)
Na) Dz } 2E ~~ D D
- 2xE ~ Dn
t Xz
- E,, ~ m m ~.l ~
n n.l m.l
n~l
Since N(x) is a stoppin9
time for {Dn} we find
NG[) n"~
E[Uz(x)) - E[N(x)]ELDzI
t 2E[D]E ~~ Dm
n~l m'~
- 2xE[N(x)]E[D] t xz
Substitution of (2.62) and
(2.63) into (2.61) Yields
(2.63)
E[A] xz - E[v- z- , ELDZ] (xtE[a(x)]) 7
(2.64)
E[H(xI~)] - E[D] ~ 2 2 2S[D] 1)
Assumption (B1 holds-
In this case we write
E[H(x,~)] as














E[H(x'~) J- E[D] { 22 - E[v2x) J} 2E[D]
(x}E[U(x) 7) j
} x E[AZ]2E(A]
The complementary holdinq cost function
(2.65)
Related to the derivation of the holdinq cost function is the
derivation of another function. To describe this function we
reconsider figure 2.1. We would like to know the expectation of
the area that is bounded by the x-level, the inventory pos?tion
and the intersections at time 0 and t. It is easy to see that the
expected value of this are does not depend on x. We denote the
expected value of this area by H~(t) and we will refer to H~(t) as
H~(t) .- the complementary holding cost function.
Defining
Y(t) .- the inventory position at time t,
we have
r
H~(t) - E ~ (x-Y(t))dtlY(0)-x
Case a2 (A) -0
We assume that both the time origin 0 and t are arrival times. We
derive the following renewal equations for H~(t),
H~(t) - ~ ( (t-s)E[DJ t H~(t-s) )dF,~(s) (2.66)
Since A, is degenerated in A, we have
- 37 -
H~(t) - (t-A)E[D] t H~(t-A).
This difference equation has the unique solution
H~(t) - z t' Á-1'E[D]
Case o2(A1~0
te{nA~nEN} (2.67)
Proceeding along more or less the same lines we find from appli-
cation of renewal theory
H~(t) -
~





MA(.) denotes the renewal function associated with {F,o}. In case
assumption (A) holds we obtain renewal equation (2.66), which has
the unique solution
r ~-a
H~(t) - ~ ~ (t-s-w)E[D]dF,~(w)dM,,(s)
This can be rewritten into (2.68).
In case assumption (B) holds, then the first arrival time is
distributed according to the stationary residual life of {P,o}.
Hence
H~(t) - ~ { (t-s)E[DJ t H~ (t-s) }dF~(s)
- 38 -
where A denotes the stationary
residual life and H"(.) denotes
the
expression for H~( .) under
assumption (A) . Substitution
of this
expression yields
H (t) - ~ (t-s)E[D]dF~(s)~
r r-s






to obtain (2. 68).
Pro-~ What is the
expected penalty cost incurred
during the
interval (O,t], given the
initial inventory equals x.
Under the assumption of
linear penalty cost per unit
short per
unit time it is without
loss of generality that we assume
that the
penalty cost rate is S1.
Define
- the penalty cost incurred in
(O,t] given that at time 0
B(x,t) :
the inventory position equals x.
By definition of Y(t) we have
~





H(x,t) - ~ Y'(t)dt~Y(0)-x
with
x} - max(o,x).
Then it is easy to see that, since x-x`-x-
~ Y(t)dt~Y(0)x - H(x,t)-B(x,t)
(2'69)
Taking expectations on both sides of (2.69) we obtain
E ~ Y(t)dt~Y(0)x - E[H(x,t)]-E[B(x,t)J
(2'70)
Now recall the definition of H~(t),
~
H~(t) - E ~ (x-Y(t))dt~Y(0)-x
Then it follows from (2.71) that
r
E ~ Y(t)dt~Y(0)-x - xt-H~(t)
and substituting this result into (2.70) we find
(2.71)
- 40 -
E[B(x,t)] - E[H(x,t)] t H~(t) - xt (2.~2)
Hence we can apply the expressions for E[H(x,t)] and H~(t) to find
an expression for E[B(x,t)].
This concludes this chapter on renewal theory and renewal theory
applications for inventory management. The results obtained in
this chapter are extensively used throughout the rest of the
monograph. Zn section 2.6. we derive a powerful approximation to
the inverse of the incomplete gamma function, which, together with
the above derived results from renewal theory and the PDF-method
discussed in section 2.5., forms the corner stone of the algo-
rithms derived in chapters 3 to 7.
2 5 A class of stochastic emzations from inventory theorv
In this section we define a class of equations from inventory
theory by giving a typical example of such an equation.
Consider the (R,S)-model, which is discussed in detail in chapter
3. Let us define
D~ .- demand during lead time L.
DLtR .- demand during review period R plus its consecutive
lead
time L.
~(S) :- fraction of demand satisfied directly from stock on hand
given the order-up-to-level S.
DR .- demand during review period R.
Then it is straightforward to see that (cf. chapter 3)
E [ (D~,x-S' ] - E [ ( D~ -S ) ' ]
Q (S) - 1 - E[Dx] ~
where xt - max(x,0).
- 41 -
Now note that (3(.) is monotone
increasing as a function of S,
Q(0)-0 and S(~)-1. Hence S(.) is
a probability distribution
function associated with some (quasi) random
variable X~, i.e.
P{X~ ~ s} - R(S) -
It is well-known in literature that
two-moment fits of probability
distribu:ion functions perform quite
well, provided that the
coefficient of variation of the associated
random variable is less
than 2, say, (cf. Tijms[1986], De
Kok[1987]). The basic idea is to
find a two-moment fit ~i(.) of ~(.). In
order to obtain sucb a fit
we have to determine the first two
moments of Xy. Applying
m







Hence to obtain E[X~] and E[X~] we need
the first three moments of
D~ and D~tR. In the literature it is
shown that the distributions
of both DL and DLtR can well be approximated
by a gamma distribution
(cf. Burgin [1975]). our own numerical
experience confirms the
applicability oï this assuw~t'nn. Then it
is easy to see that
r------
- 42 -
E[DL.R] - (ZtCL.R) (1} 2CL.R)
E~[DL.xI
E[D~] - (1}éL) (1}2ci) E3[DLl ~
where cZtR and c~ denote the
squared coefficient of variation
of
L
DLtR and DL, respectively.
Now we assume that X~ is
approximately gamma distributed and define
~(g) :- the gamma probability distribution
function associated
w'lth (E[X~] , E[X~] ) .
Note that ~i(S) is uniquely defined.
We claim that
~(s) ~ R(S) .
Let
.- target fraction of demand satisfied
directly from stock on
hand.
We would like to solve for S' in
R(s') - a'-
Then we claim that





S' ~ Í~-' (Q~)
Now note that ~i-' is the inverse
of the incomplete gamma function.
In principle we could solve for S'
by applying a bisection method,
where in each step we evaluate the
incomplete gamma function using
some numerical scheme (cf. Press
et al [1986]). However this is
quite computer time-consuming.
Instead of this we derive an
explicit approximation for the
inverse incomplete gamma function,
which is presented in the next section.
As can be seen from our analysis
any easy-to-invert probability
distribution function could be used
for ~i. Our numerical exper-
iments reveal that the gamme fit yields
excellent results. Further
research is required to see whether
other candidate probability
functions, which are easier to invert,
perform excellent as well.
Some insight into this problem
can be gained by studying the
which can be derived ex-
Laplace-Stieltjes transform of a(.),
plicitly.
In De Kok and Van der Heijden
[1990j the basic idea introduced
here is exploited to obtain
approximations for performance
characteristics of an (R,s)-model with
compound Poisson demand.
Instead of computing S given a
service level constraint they
compute the performance characteristics
for a given value of S. In
their paper ji(S) is a mixture of
Erlang distributions. They show
that the method introduced in this
paper yields excellent results.
The class of equations C, to
which the above idea is applicable,
might be informally defined as
follows. Let F be the class of
bounded positive monotone increasing
functions, i.e.
F - {F~F monotone increasing, F(0)?0),F(~)~~}.
Then C consists of the following
type of equations:
F(x') - a, FeF, F(0)~a~F(~)
(2.~4)
- 44 -





Let G(.) be the gamma fit of G. Then define F(.)
by
F(x) -(F(~) - F(0)) G(x) f F(0).
We want to have a solution x' of
equation (2.74). Then x' is
approximately equal to x, which is defined
by





It appears that almost all practically
useful equations from
inventory theory can be rewritten such that
a solution of (2.74)
is required. Note that the main
problem to solve is finding
explicit expressions for the first two
moments associated with the
probability function G(.) from (2.73). A
brute-force approach
would be to use numerical integration
methods to obtain these
moments.
2 6 The inverse incomylete Qamma function
In Van der Veen [1981] an inverse
of a stochastic equation
associated with a gamma probability
distribution function is found
by interpolation between solutions
of this equation for the
special cases of the exponential distributíon
and the normal
distribution. This idea can also be
exploited when we want to




Fca.wi (x) l~a Y r(~~ ay.
We want to solve for x' in
Fca.vi(x~) - Q~~ 0~~'~1.
Let X be the random variable associated with F~~,,~~. Hence
E[X] - au
where c2 is the coefficient of variation of X.
Let us further define k~(.) by
k`(x) : - x-E[X] .
cE[X]
Next define G(.) by
G(k~(x) ) - Fca,wi (x)
or equivalently
G(kc) - p (X-E[X] ~k~ l.
l cE[X] 1
(2.75)
Now equation (2.75) is equivalent to
- 46 -
x' - (ltck~ ) E[X],
with k~ def ined by
G(k~ ) - R' , Ocs'tl.
(2.76)
It is easy to see that if c-1 then the solution
to (3.2) is
k~ - -1 - ln ( 1 - a~) .
Also it follows from the central limit theorem that
lim G(k) - ~(k).~ao
Hence if c-0 then the solution to (2.76) is
k~ - ~-~ (R-) -
Now we use the following scheme to solve
for F~á,~,~ ((3-) .
Inverse complete qamma function F~,~,,~,~ (Q-) -
Let x- be defined by




1c~ -(1-c) K~ t c Jc~ , (2.78)
ko - ~-' (Q' ) , k~~ - 1-ln (1-~' ) - ( 2. 79)
To make this scheme practically useful, we use an excellent
polynomial approximation for ~-'from Abramowitz and Stegun [1965].
~-~(P) - t(P) - aota~t
(P) }azt (P) Z (2.80)
with
1}bo}bit (P) tbZt (P) Ztb3t (P) 3
t(P) - -2Pn(1-p), 0.5~P~1
ao - 2.515517 b, - 1.432788
ao - 0.802853 bz - 0.189269
do - 0.010328 b~ - 0.001308.
(2.81)
To show the performance of the inversion scheme we computed both
the exact and approximate a-percentiles of the gamma distribution
function for a between 0.1 and 0.99. For each a we determine the
range of the coefficient of variation for which the relative error
of the approximate a-percentile compared with the exact a-percen-
tile is less than 5~ and 10ó. The results of our experiments are
depicted in figure 3.1.
We may conclude that this inversion is applicable in most prac-
tically useful cases in inventory theory. This can be motivated as
follows. Statistical inventory control rules are only useful if
the coefficient of variatíon of lead time demand is less than 1.5,
say. If lead time demand is highly erratic it is economically
infeasible to use statistical inventory control due to excessive
safety stocks, which are typically too high in periods with low
- 48 -
demand and too small in periods with excessive demand. In practice
one turns to organizational and structural changes to cope with
non-erratic demand, e.g. by delivering slow moving items with
erratic demand on order only.
From our numerical experience we conclude that if lead time demand
is non-erratic, then also the associated quasi-random variable is
non-errati.c. In that case we can apply our inversion scheme.
Figure 3.1. Range of feasible coefficients of variations
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